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The modern consumer is increasingly distracted 
and deal-seeking; a challenging combination 
for advertisers. The situation is deteriorating 
rapidly—only 30% of shoppers report responding 
to ads, down from 70% in a two-year period 
(Deloitte). To counteract this, CPGs need to find 
new ways to break through and connect with an 
increasingly distracted consumer. Increasingly, 
brands are turning to personalization as the 
answer; relying on more relevant messaging to 
capture consumer attention and drive brand 
preference and price premium.

Delivering on the vision of personalization 
requires a fundamental rethink of how brands 
approach messaging. Where previously brands 
have focused on consistency and delivering a 
consistent brand story or message, now the key 
is relevance—delivering the right message to 
capture and maintain attention over time.

Personalization  
is the imperative

MASS PERSONALIZATION THROUGH DATA-DRIVEN MESSAGING 

For decades, the vehicle for brand-building has been mass 
media. CPGs have used TV and radio advertising to great 
effect in their efforts to create preference and premium for 
their brand. However, in a new age of fragmented media 
consumption and always-on and distracted consumers, 
traditional media channels are proving inadequate at 
persuading digital-first consumers. This has left many brands 
struggling to deliver a relevant value proposition to the 
consumer, and at risk of being tuned out entirely.

Enter data-driven messaging. Data-driven messaging 
achieves personalization on a mass scale by combining the 
reach of traditional broad media buys with the targeting and 
personalization of 1:1 direct marketing tactics. By doing this, 
brands can more effectively capture consumer attention, and 
ultimately drive growth.

Personalization  
drives relevance



DATA-DRIVEN MESSAGING—THE APPROACH 

Data-driven messaging takes the information a brand has around a given consumer or subset of consumers, and tailors the brand’s 
messaging to their unique needs, situations, and contexts. At its core, data driven messaging centers on four lines of questions: 

 1 Who are my audiences; what are the key subsegments within each of the audiences that may have different needs? 

 2 What are those consumers’ needs, and how do they change across time and context?

 3 What combination of messages will resonate with those “relevance opportunities” where need, context and time intersect?  
  What messaging will communicate how the brand promise is relevant to the consumer, both in that moment and in the future?

 4 What data is available to make these decisions? How can the brand recognize their consumer and their relevance opportunity?  

The answers to these questions form the basis for a messaging strategy.

MASS MEDIA MASS PERSONALIZATION 1:1
Relevance to a broad 
audience or segment

Relevance to an  
audience sub-segment at a 

particular time and need

Relevance to a  
unique individual



The example at left shows what 
happens when those four questions 
are answered for a hypothetical food 
advertiser.

The intersection of audience 
subsegment, need, and context 
creates a relevance opportunity—a 
chance for the brand to capture that 
audience’s attention. Brands can seize 
these opportunities by identifying 
the right message to reach those 
audiences with, and the combination 
of data triggers that lets them 
recognize and act on the opportunity.

HOW BRANDS CAN CREATE RELEVANCE

Each product or brand will have 
a different set of relevance 
opportunities, and a correspondingly 
different approach to personalization. 
Creating a messaging strategy 
is a complex task—there are an 
overwhelming number of factors 
that influence how a brand should 
design their messaging—a helpful 
place to start is examining category 
engagement and purchase frequency.

AUDIENCE NEED MESSAGE  
THEMES

DATA 
TRIGGERS

OFFICE 
WORKERS

STAY-AT-HOME 
PARENTS

Late  
afternoon 

hunger

Late  
afternoon 

hunger

“Grab a snack 
on your  

way home”

“Remember to 
pick up snacks 

for the kids”

“Don’t show  
up to the  

office party  
empty-handed”

“Impress the 
whole family this 

Thanksgiving”

DMP Audience 
+ 

Date

DMP Audience 
+ 

Date

DMP Audience 
+ 

Time of Day

DMP Audience 
+ 

Time of Day

Holiday 
approaching

Holiday 
approaching



Category Engagement: Consumers in low 
engagement categories tend to respond well to 
message repetition—grabbing an uninvolved 
consumer’s attention, and making sure that 
the brand is present in their consideration 
set when a need occurs. Consumers of higher 
engagement products are more likely to 
respond to storytelling—using sequenced 
messaging over time to craft a story that 
emphasizes the unique features and value of 
the product.

Purchase Frequency: As purchase frequency 
increases, message frequency must as well—
each day or week becomes an opportunity to 
gain or lose a consumer. With that frequency 
comes a risk of ad burnout and consumer 
annoyance—necessitating a corresponding 
increase in message variation.

Mapping product categories along these 
dimensions results in the diagram at right, with 
different products naturally falling into one of 
the four quadrants. Each of the four quadrants 
lends itself to a different set of relevance 
opportunities—starting here, brand can begin 
to build out their personalization strategy.

HIGH 
CATEGORY 

ENGAGEMENT

LOW 
CATEGORY 

ENGAGEMENT

LOW 
PURCHASE 

FREQUENCY

HIGH 
PURCHASE 

FREQUENCY

Deep personal  
connection to the product,  

but isn’t a part of  
the weekly shop  
(e.g. mascara)

Limited personal  
connection to the product;  

is most often purchased on either 
an as-needed or a stocking basis 

(e.g. paper towels)

Personal connection or  
enthusiasm for the product, 
and is a regular purchase  

(e.g. gluten-free food items)

Limited personal  
connection to the product,  
but is a regular purchase  

(e.g. canned soda)



High frequency, high engagement products need to tell concise, 
repeatable stories. The increasing profile of specialty products, 
especially in the F&B space, has demonstrated that brands 
that can craft a niche will sustain significant price premiums. 
Mass personalization in these categories relies on identifying 
consumer interests and articulating a value proposition that 
appeals specifically to those interests—and communicating 
that proposition within the space of a weekly or even daily 

 SCENARIO 1

High Frequency, High Engagement
purchase cycle. For example, a food manufacturer can advertise 
that their product is GMO free to consumers who value 
environmentalism, while they can advertise that their products 
are allergy-safe to parents of children with food allergies/
sensitivities. This messaging can then be incorporated into 
contained stories within the course of a weekly shopping cycle; 
telling a compelling story that features the unique advantages 
of the product for that consumer.

Wellbred specializes in 
quality, GMO-free, gluten-
free packaged goods and 
features wholesome recipes 
on their site. They have a 
strong following of health-
minded individuals.

HEALTH 
CONSCIOUS

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
CONSCIOUS



DMP audiences can be used to identify interest and 
affinity groups to help tailor messages. Potentially 
more powerfully, page context can be used to identify 
consumers who are passionate about a topic, while 
they are actively researching/consuming content 
related to the topic. For example, a specialty food brand 
can distinguish between nature-focused pages and 
health-focused pages based on content. This can then 
be layered on top of a time-based message strategy, 
creating a complete story that is delivered within the 
frame of a normal consumers’ purchase cycle (e.g. if 
consumers buy most on Fridays, build messaging up 
throughout the week to an offer on Friday).

 SCENARIO 1

High Frequency, High Engagement

RELEVANCE 
OPPORTUNITY

COMMON 
DATA TRIGGERS

• DMP Audience
• Page Context
• Time (daypart, day of week)

Audience Subsegment



In high-frequency, low engagement categories, repetition is key. 
Often as not, the fight at the shelf will be won by whichever brand 
is top of mind at that moment in time. However, the answer 
can’t be simply repeating frequency until the consumer goes to 
the store—to avoid message burnout, brands need to design a 
strategy for message reinforcement with variation. 

One way to do this is tailoring messaging to meet consumers’ 
needs at a given point of time. Product needs can be bucketed 
into three categories: immediate consumption (buy now, use 

 SCENARIO 2

High Frequency, Low Engagement
now), occasion (buy now for a specific future use), and 
stocking (buy now for general future use). Critically, many 
consumers will experience multiple need states within the 
course of a month, week, or even day. Tailoring messaging 
to each of these needs (e.g. by showing office workers ads 
for immediate consumption at 4pm on Tuesdays, but ads for 
stocking at 9am on Saturdays) makes the ad relevant to the 
consumer in the moment—capturing attention and avoiding 
burnout even with high frequency. 

Crave frozen foods 
produces convenient, 
delicious meals—from 
single-serve to party size.

INSTANT CONSUMPTION 
4PM TUESDAY

SPECIAL OCCASION 
4PM FRIDAY

STOCKING UP
9AM SATURDAY



The core of this strategy is decisioning based on time. Additional 
data triggers such as weather can be layered in to create a more 
nuanced approach. For example, a soda brand might advertise 
during weekday afternoons for consumers to pick up a snack on 
their way home from work, but on the weekends to buy a family-
pack for the next week. However, if the weather’s good that 
weekend, they could change the messaging from stocking for the 
week ahead to picking up chips for a weekend barbecue.

 SCENARIO 2

High Frequency, Low Engagement

RELEVANCE 
OPPORTUNITY

COMMON 
DATA TRIGGERS

• Time (daypart, day, etc.)
• BDI/CDI (geography)
• Weather
• DMP Audience

Need Types



Products in these categories tend to be utilitarian, 
prone to stocking, and are largely one-off purchases 
or purchases with a relatively unpredictable cycle – for 
example, paper towels are likely purchased either in 
bulk, or on a fill-in basis when the consumer realizes 
they are running low. 

Like high frequency, high engagement categories, 
these brands can focus on identifying the differences 
in needs between audience subsegments. Just about 
everyone needs paper towels, but not everyone 
has the same motivations when buying them. For 
example, college students might be most concerned 
by their economic situation – how long will the roll last? 
However, new parents might be more concerned with 
how effective the towels are at cleaning up their little 
one’s mess – how absorbent are the towels?

Where these products differ from their higher 
frequency/engagement counterparts is in message 
consistency. Instead of a sequence of messages telling 
a story about the product, here brands should focus 
on reinforcement – repeating a single message with 
just enough variation to prevent ad burnout. 

 SCENARIO 3

Low Frequency, Low Engagement

Soak-brand paper towels are more absorbent and last longer 
than the leading brand. Perfect for all messy occasions.

PARENT COLLEGE STUDENT



Rather than decisioning on time or circumstance, 
this segment tends to focus on audience traits—
characteristics related to the individual. These traits 
can be sourced through DMP segments—either from 
third party vendors or from first party sources (if the 
manufacturer has D2C interactions). Insight can also be 
derived from contextual targeting (e.g. visitors of mommy 
blogs vs. visitors of home improvement/DIY sites).

 SCENARIO 3

Low Frequency, Low Engagement

RELEVANCE 
OPPORTUNITY

COMMON 
DATA TRIGGERS

• Page Context
• DMP Segment

Audience Subsegment



Like high frequency/high engagement products, low frequency/
high engagement products rely on telling a story that 
differentiates the brand. Unlike high frequency products 
however, brands in this category are not held captive by a 
compressed purchase cycle. Here, brands can emphasize selling 
the whole brand, including all the various product offerings. An 
effective cross-selling strategy will a) deepen the consumer’s 
relationship with the brand and b) help counteract the fact that 
once a consumer has purchased a product from the brand, 

 SCENARIO 4

Low Frequency, High Engagement
they are unlikely to purchase that exact product again until 
their supply runs out. Cross-selling relies on knowledge of 
a) what products the user has purchased in the past and b) 
other factors that could impact the user’s needs. In beauty 
for example, a past purchaser of lipstick could be a prospect 
for eyeshadow—if she lives in the south where the weather’s 
warming up she can be shown an ad for the latest spring/
summer palette, while if she’s still suffering through a Midwest 
winter she can be shown the Fall/Winter palette instead.

B-uty cosmetics showcases vibrant, highly-saturated 
cosmetics unlike other cosmetics in the market.

ACQUISITION LOYALTYCROSS-SELL

» » » »
PURCHASEPURCHASE



In many product categories, offline sales data can be sourced 
through data aggregators, allowing for messaging based on 
actual or modeled purchase history. Combining purchase 
history with other information such as page context and DMP 
audience characteristics can help identify the next best offer 
for that consumer.

 SCENARIO 4

Low Frequency, High Engagement

RELEVANCE 
OPPORTUNITY

COMMON 
DATA TRIGGERS

• Page Context
• DMP Audience
• Offline Sales
• Geography
• Season / Weather

Usage Levels



For More Information

For more information about personalization in advertising, 
or to set up an introductory meeting, please reach out to 
SalesUS@flashtalking.com. 

Flashtalking will help guide you through the steps required 
in implementing data-driven messaging, including:

• Creating a messaging strategy and architecture

• Creative design and production

• Defining goals and KPIs for personalized advertising

• Measurement plan to prove out performance lift 

•  Program management, implementation and timelines
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